Trilayer graphene in both ABA (Bernal) and ABC (rhombohedral) stacking sequences is shown to exhibit intense infrared absorption from in-plane optical phonons. The phonon feature, lying at $1580 cm À1 , changes strongly with electrostatic gating. For ABC-stacked graphene trilayers, we observed a large enhancement in phonon absorption amplitude, as well as softening of the phonon mode, as the Fermi level is tuned away from charge neutrality. A similar, but substantially weaker, effect is seen in samples with the more common ABA stacking order. The strong infrared response of the optical phonons and the pronounced variation with electrostatic gating and stacking order reflect the interactions of the phonons and electronic excitations in the two systems. The key experimental findings can be reproduced within a simplified charged-phonon model that considers the influence of charging through Pauli blocking of the electronic transitions. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.110.185504 PACS numbers: 63.22.Rc, 63.20.kd, 73.22.Pr, 78.67.Wj Trilayer graphene has attracted much recent attention because of its unusual electronic properties. This interest is further heightened by the existence of two stable allotropes, the ABA and ABC stacked trilayers ( Fig. 1 ) [1] [2] [3] [4] , which exhibit very different characteristics from one another, as well as from monolayer and bilayer graphene. Indeed, the two trilayer allotropes have been shown to possess distinctive electronic and transport properties . With respect to phonons, one would, however, expect the in-plane phonons in trilayer graphene to exhibit little sensitivity to stacking order (or changed layer thickness) because of the weak interlayer lattice coupling [30] .
Trilayer graphene in both ABA (Bernal) and ABC (rhombohedral) stacking sequences is shown to exhibit intense infrared absorption from in-plane optical phonons. The phonon feature, lying at $1580 cm À1 , changes strongly with electrostatic gating. For ABC-stacked graphene trilayers, we observed a large enhancement in phonon absorption amplitude, as well as softening of the phonon mode, as the Fermi level is tuned away from charge neutrality. A similar, but substantially weaker, effect is seen in samples with the more common ABA stacking order. The strong infrared response of the optical phonons and the pronounced variation with electrostatic gating and stacking order reflect the interactions of the phonons and electronic excitations in the two systems. The key experimental findings can be reproduced within a simplified charged-phonon model that considers the influence of charging through Pauli blocking of the electronic transitions. Trilayer graphene has attracted much recent attention because of its unusual electronic properties. This interest is further heightened by the existence of two stable allotropes, the ABA and ABC stacked trilayers ( Fig. 1 ) [1] [2] [3] [4] , which exhibit very different characteristics from one another, as well as from monolayer and bilayer graphene. Indeed, the two trilayer allotropes have been shown to possess distinctive electronic and transport properties . With respect to phonons, one would, however, expect the in-plane phonons in trilayer graphene to exhibit little sensitivity to stacking order (or changed layer thickness) because of the weak interlayer lattice coupling [30] .
In contrast to such an expectation of weak structure dependence for phonons, we show here that the infrared (IR) spectra of in-plane optical phonons in trilayer graphene are dramatically modified both by stacking order and charge density. We observe noticeable IR absorption by the zone-center in-plane optical phonons in both trilayer allotropes around 1580 cm À1 , but with distinct characteristics and variation with electrostatic gating. As we tune the Fermi level to either the electron or hole side, we record a strong enhancement in the IR absorption amplitude accompanied by a significant softening ($ 15 cm À1 ) of the phonon mode in ABC trilayers. In contrast, the ABA trilayers show much weaker phonon features and a less pronounced response to doping. We are able to reproduce the key experimental observations within a model based on charged-phonon theory. Our analysis shows that the observed IR response of the optical phonons arises from their interactions with the interband electronic transitions. The increased response and greater sensitivity to doping in the ABC graphene trilayers reflects the presence of stronger low-energy electronic transitions compared with the ABA system. The measurements complement previous studies of few-layer graphene samples at fixed doping [31] and also studies of bilayer graphene, which exists in only one allotrope, at variable doping [32, 33] . Our exploration of the IR phonon anomaly with respect to both the stacking and doping degrees of freedom reveals the significant interplay between the two variables in the system, which is not anticipated by the previous studies. The strikingly different doping dependence for ABA and ABC trilayers reflects the distinct electron-phonon interactions in these two allotropes. More generally, the phenomenon of structural dependence of doping-induced IR phonon anomalies, as demonstrated in our experiment, should prevail in graphene systems of greater thickness because of the range of stacking orders in these materials.
In our experiment, graphene trilayer samples were prepared by mechanical exfoliation of kish graphite (Covalent Materials Corp.) on SiO 2 ð300 nmÞ=Si substrates. The sample thickness and the stacking order were characterized by means of IR and Raman spectroscopy [1] [2] [3] [4] 11] . All IR measurements in our experiment were performed using the National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven National Laboratory (U12IR beam line). We further used the signature of the stacking order in the 2D Raman feature to map out the stacking domains of the trilayer samples by Raman imaging [2] . We chose those samples with large (> 200 m 2 ) homogeneous domains of ABA or ABC stacking for device fabrication. We made use of polymer electrolyte (poly(ethylene oxide):LiClO 4 ) top gates, which allowed us to induce high doping densities ($ 10 13 cm À2 ) in the trilayer graphene samples. Details of the device fabrication are provided in Refs. [3, 34] .
We measured the IR transmission spectrum of the gated trilayers at near-normal incidence by comparing spectra taken from regions of the substrate with and without the ). In the transmission spectra of both trilayers, we identify a sharp feature at $1580 cm À1 , the energy of the zone-center optical phonons. The slope in the spectra arises from the trilayer electronic response, as well as from residual absorption of the polymer top gate for which lateral thickness variation makes the normalization to the substrate imperfect. The electronic contribution, arising from absorption by the direct electronic transitions in the graphene trilayer, has been discussed in detail in Refs. [2, 3, 35, 36] . In order to focus on the phonon feature, we subtracted a smooth baseline using a polynomial fitting procedure. In our experimental geometry, i.e., a thin film of graphene on a SiO 2 ð300-nmÞ=Si substrate, the IR transmission is related to both the real and imaginary parts of the optical conductivity of trilayer graphene. We have applied a Kramers-Kronig constrained variational spectral analysis with the RefFit software developed by Kuzmenko [33, 37] to extract the real part of the optical conductivity Áð@!Þ of the trilayer samples, taking into account the known optical constants and thicknesses of the SiO 2 and Si layers. In the calculation, we neglect for simplicity the effect of the thin polymer top-gate layer in our devices. This approximation introduces a few percent error in the absolute magnitude of the inferred IR absorption, but has a negligible effect on the linewidth and line shape of the sharp phonon feature [36] .
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) display the differential sheet conductivity spectra Áð@!Þ in the range of 1430-1730 cm
À1
extracted from the corresponding baseline-corrected transmission spectra in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). A striking feature of our results is the strong gate induced enhancement of the phonon absorption peak for the ABC trilayer graphene [ Fig. 3(b) ]. The ABC trilayer does not show any noticeable absorption peak at the charge neutrality (CN) point, V g ¼ V CN . As V g is tuned away from V CN , however, a clear absorption feature appears at the zone-center optical phonon energy ($ 1580 cm À1 ) and grows dramatically with the gate bias. For the highest doping levels, the strength of the phonon absorption is comparable to that of the main electronic transition peak at 370 meV [36] . In addition, we observe a red shift of the absorption peak by more than 10 cm À1 for both electron and hole doping. We also observe the presence of a phonon absorption peak in ABA graphene trilayers [ Fig. 3(a) ]. The amplitude and frequency of the phonon feature in ABA trilayer, however, varies relatively weakly with V g . Although both ABA and ABC trilayers have similar absorption strength at low doping, the ABC phonon absorption is more than five times greater than the ABA absorption at high doping. We have fit each Áð@!Þ spectrum in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) with a single Lorentzian function and extracted the phonon spectral weight and frequency as the integrated area and peak position of the fit function, respectively. (In contrast to measurements of the optical phonons in bilayer and other few-layer graphene systems [31] [32] [33] , only slight asymmetry was observed in the spectral line shapes and we do not need to introduce a Fano line shape to describe the results.) The contrast in behavior of the two types of trilayers can be seen clearly in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) , which display the fit parameters as a function of gate voltage. We note that we did not observe any systematic dependence of the spectral linewidth on the gate bias for both types of trilayers.
The observation of strong phonon absorption in graphene trilayers, one that is of similar strength to the direct electronic transitions [36] , is striking. Since graphene trilayers are non-polar materials, the electrons are evenly distributed among all the carbon atoms and do not exhibit any significant static dipole moment. Upon doping the additional charges are somewhat unequally distributed on the atomic sites. We estimate, however, that the resulting dipole moments are still 2 orders of magnitude smaller than what is needed to explain the observed strength of phonon absorption. For a proper explanation of the phenomenon, we must consider the interactions between the phonons and electrons in the system. These interactions also allow us to understand the correlation between enhancement of the electronic absorption and the phonon absorption, as well as the large redshift of the phonon absorption peak, with doping. When the IR active phonons are coupled to the electronic transitions, their frequency will be modified and some of the oscillator strength of the electronic transitions can be transferred to the phonon system. The phonons can be considered to be dressed by the electrons, which bestow 
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185504-3 additional oscillator strength on them. This so-called charged-phonon absorption [38] [39] [40] has also been observed in other systems, including bilayer and few-layer graphene [31] [32] [33] , C 60 compounds [41] , graphite [42] , and some organic materials [43] . For quantitative analysis of our experimental data, we applied charged-phonon theory [38] [39] [40] to calculate the spectral properties of the IR active phonons in the ABA and ABC trilayer systems [36] . This theory, applied successfully in bilayer graphene [39, 40] , allows us to obtain the absorption strength and the frequency shift induced by the electron-phonon interaction for each phonon mode in trilayer graphene from the real parts of the current-phonon response function and the phonon self-energy, respectively. To capture the key features of the phonon spectra, we adopt a simple model of the electronic structure based on a tightbinding scheme of the electronic structure that includes only the dominant intralayer ( 0 ) and interlayer ( 1 ) coupling [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)]. We assume that the only effect of the gating is to modify the electron (hole) population within a rigid-band scheme, neglecting the influence of any gate-induced electric field across the graphene layers. We shall see, despite the simplicity of this model, it is able to account for all the main spectral features in our experiment.
In the absence of perpendicular electric fields, we can identify two IR active phonon modes E 0 a and E 0 b for the ABA trilayer and a single IR active phonon mode E 0 u for the ABC trilayer [44] . Figures 1(a) and 1(b) display the atomic displacements of E 0 b mode for ABA structure and E 0 u mode for ABC structure. In our analysis, we compare the properties of these two modes. The E 0 a mode in ABA trilayer, which has the same atomic displacement with E 0 b except that the atoms in the middle layer move in opposite direction, has much lower IR activity than E 0 b mode and can be disregarded in our analysis [ Fig. 4(a) ].
The calculated phonon spectral weight and frequency of the E 0 b mode in ABA structure and of E u mode in ABC structure are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) . To fit the experimental data as a function of gate voltage, we used for both devices a top-gate capacitance of C ¼ 2:6 F cm À2 . This yielded, for the highest gate voltages in our measurements, an induced charge density of n ¼ 2:0 Â 10 13 cm À2 , corresponding to a Fermi energy of E F ¼ 290 meV for the ABC trilayer. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , our calculation reproduces well the phonon absorption amplitude for the two types of trilayers, with strong gate dependence in the ABC system and a weaker dependence in the ABA system. A similar behavior is also observed for the frequency shift of the two modes, as evaluated by the phonon self-energy [ Fig. 4(b) ]. This similarity reflects the fact that both dependences are related to virtual interband particle-hole excitations [39, 40] . According to our calculation, the redshift of the phonon frequency arises from coupling of the phonons to electronic transitions of higher energies, the phase space of which increases with doping.
There are numerous possible interband electronic transitions in the trilayers. However, because of the symmetry of the IR active phonons, only a few of them make significant contributions to the IR phonon response. In particular, optical transitions between the low-lying states, such as the v1-c1 transition in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) , are forbidden by selection rules. Also, the pairs of interband transitions that are symmetric under electron-hole exchange, such as the v1-v2 and c1-c2, v1-c2 and v2-c1, as well as v1-c3 and v3-c1 transitions, tend to cancel each other in their influence to the IR phonons [39, 40] . As we have adopted a band structure that is symmetric on the electron and hole sides, our theory predicts zero IR activity for the phonons at zero doping and arbitrary temperature. Effective electron-hole transitions will, however, be induced by doping that increases the space of Pauli-allowed transitions and diminishes the destructive interference between different transitions. Our calculation shows that the main contribution to the phonon absorption comes from the electronic transitions between the low-and high-lying conduction (valence) bands, as indicated by the arrows in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). The principal distinction between the ABA and ABC electronic structure is thus the energy separation between the low-and high-lying bands, which is approximately p 2 1 $ 0:52 and 1 $ 0:37 eV for ABA and ABC trilayers, respectively. The effect of the coupling with such particle-hole excitations will consequently be considerably stronger in the ABC structure, which is more nearly resonant with the phonon energy ($ 0:2 eV).
It is also interesting to compare our trilayer results with results previously reported for bilayer graphene [22] . For the same doping density of 1 Â 10 13 cm À2 , the integrated sheet conductivity of the IR phonon feature normalized by the layer number, is $11 in units of ðe 2 =2hÞ Â cm À1 for bilayer graphene [22] . This value is larger than the corresponding one in ABA trilayer ($ 5:5), but smaller than that in ABC trilayer ($ 33). These differences reflect the more nearly resonant coupling of the optical phonon and interband transitions in the bilayer than in the ABA trilayer, but the still stronger interaction of optical phonons with electronic transitions in the ABC trilayer.
In our experiment, we observe a weak IR absorption in the ABA trilayer at V CN that is not expected by our theory. Such residual absorption may reflect the inhomogeneous spatial distribution of charges expected in real experimental samples and the asymmetry in the band structure of the ABA trilayer [3, 9] that allows particle-hole excitations to be coupled to the phonons in the absence of doping. Further study of the subject also requires the consideration of the gate induced perpendicular electric field, which is expected to lower the symmetry of the crystals and hence induce IR activity of all three in-plane optical modes even at the charge neutrality point.
In conclusion, our experiment demonstrates that IR response of optical phonons in ABC trilayers is much more sensitive to doping than in ABA trilayers. The observation reflects the different nature of the coupling of the phonons with electronic transitions in the two types of trilayer graphene. The results can be explained by a simple theory that considers only the dominant IR active phonon modes and the influence of band filling effects. Previous studies [32, 33] have also shown an enhanced phonon absorption and energy redshift with doping in bilayer graphene. Our present results show thus that in this regard the ABC trilayer is rather similar to bilayer graphene, but that the ABA trilayer stands as a new system in its own right. Such contrast in behavior as a function of stacking order parallels that found in studies of gate-induced band gap opening in bilayer and trilayer graphene [3, 34, 45, 46] .
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